
HUMILITY and ATTACHMENT – part 2. 
 

 Those other human beings who are not chained to a stone ball and stand aside see what lies 

behind that stone ball. Many of them decide that they want to get it all for themselves and just 

because that human being who is attached to a stone ball, that cannot see it and is blinded by this 

attachment, he is very easy to be controlled and manipulated. So through the manipulation that you 

allowed to grow in your society, you are being manipulated. 

 Since you are blinded by this Attachment, you are very easily manipulated by any human 

being who sees what is hidden behind that stone ball and who wants to have it all for himself.  

 The easiest way to manipulate a human being is to start massaging his ego that created 

that Attachment. 

  And that is possible by servility, sweet-talking, fake praise, false friendship, various 

services, bribery, and of course by sex.  

 And manipulation through sexual energy is one of the most powerful manipulations. 

  

 And that's why manipulation is so ,,overgrown,, within your entire society. 

  And that is why corruption, bribery, and favouritism have taken reside in your society.  

 And that's why you created the saying: ,,One hand washes the other hand,,  ,,The shirt 

is nearer than the coat,, and ,,A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush ,, and many others 

because, in this way, all these human beings can usurp for themselves a larger share of the 

POWER that is hidden behind Attachment.  

 Since the human being that is attached to the stone ball cannot move or even turn around, he 

does not see at all that others are robbing and through various manipulations, they are taking 

the,,imaginary power,, that is hidden behind the stone ball for themselves. And he doesn't see that 

someone else right ,,under his nose,, steals his wealth, takes his power and takes it all in his own 

hands. 

  And so it often happens that he will remain chained to the stone ball even if there is nothing 

behind that stone ball anymore, however, at the same time the human being has created an 

unimaginably great PRIDE for everything that is behind the stone ball even if there is nothing at all. 

And in this case, is this PRIDE FALSE.  

 And this human being is totally blinded by the attachment and false pride and does not see 

that there is nothing at all behind and that the other human beings, through manipulation, took 

everything that was hidden behind the stone ball.  

 And you have a fairytale ,,The Emperor's New Clothes,, which just describes this essence. 

  

 The Emperor did not see that he was naked and had ,,NOTHING,, to wear. He only has a 

false pride for the ,,NOTHING,,, that hides behind that stone ball.  

 And all this was caused by his Attachment, which the emperor created in himself.  

 And it is Attachment not only to material things, property, or any form of matter but also to 

human beings as such and also to spiritual values and qualities.  

 This is because the boundary between 

HUMILITY and PRIDE is inconceivably thin. 
  



And only when a human being has HUMILITY and COMPASSION,  he does not 

create this Attachment.  

 And I have already explained to you that HUMILITY and COMPASSION are not 

automatically part of every human being but come as a GIFT and BLESSING when YOU do 

something in your life when you can not only understand but also live the Cosmic laws so that 

they become part of your life.  

 That is why for you, as human beings, it is so easy to create Attachment in your lives 

because the Knowledge of the Cosmic Laws is not part of you and therefore HUMILITY is not part 

of your life.  

 But it's nothing complicated.  

 It's very simple.  

 It is the MORAL PRINCIPLES that are unfortunately gradually disappearing from 

your society and their loss will cause a chain reaction. You are gradually losing your Moral 

Principles from your life, subsequently, your Attachment to anything grows because your 

HUMILITY and COMPASSION is lost from your life and on the other hand, your 

Superiority and  Arrogance grow along with manipulation in the life of your entire society.  

 Manipulation is one of the easiest and most powerful tools of fear and of those human 

beings who want to control and manage other human beings.  

 Do you know what they use for this manipulation? I do not know.  

 The media. You are being manipulated through the media because you are easily fooled by 

what you see through physical sight.  

 If you can begin to see with your inner sight, that is, with your heart in 

which LOVE,  COMPASSION and HUMILITY dwell, you could see through all 

the false images that are presented to you as objective truth. 

  It is the shortest way in the life of a human being you need to make 

because it is only 30 cm long but paradoxically it takes you the longest time in 

your life to make it.  

 It is the way from your HEAD to your HEART.  
 Your heart will never create this huge stone ball.  

 Your heart does not create an Attachment to anything.  

 Attachment is born and created only in your head.  

 If a human being, in any of his lives, creates a stone ball of Attachment, it takes him an 

extremely long time to gradually create additional loops on the chain with which the stone ball is 

tied to his leg so he can step back and look at his Attachment from above.  

 And of course, since your development can go up the spiral, it can go down as well.    

 The pendulum also moves on both sides.  

 Therefore, it could happen that instead of adding another loop of 

COMPASSION for yourself, on the contrary, through your anger, hatred, 

unforgiveness, and arrogance, you may also lose those loops and shorten that 

chain and thus you will tie yourself more to this stone ball of Attachment.  

 And the closer you stand to the stone ball, the shorter the chain, the less 

COMPASSION and MERCY you have in your heart. And YOU have no mercy 



not only with other human beings but niether with yourself and you have only a 

great fear in you that the thing or the being hidden behind the stone ball would 

be lost, that someone would steal it or it would get smaller so much that you 

deny yourself benefiting from it. 

 And you do everything in your life to make the thing behind the stone ball become bigger 

and bigger and you don't see that it takes away all your freedom, joy and happiness in your life but 

it also takes you satisfaction and fulfilment in your life.  

 And whatever you do, you still feel you have little. 

 It doesn't matter what it is, whether power, wealth, property or sex.  

 It is the feeling of non-fulfilment because the satisfaction still does not come to you. 

 And when you get to this point in your life, fear will bring you another feeling, that you 

want something that is big and huge beyond that stone ball and that will create pride and dignity in 

you that it belongs to you. And you think, you can afford to lose it, it gets stolen from you or taken 

away from you by someone. 

 It may not be only property and power but also your own beauty, youth, seductiveness, 

irresistibility and that's why your society is obsessed with the physical beauty and youth because 

you are very easy to be manipulated and controlled and you do not see that you resist the natural 

passing of time of every human being and you have placed youth on the pedestal in life and created 

a great attachment to it so you cannot accept the gifts and beauty that come with time in life and 

many of you do not accept ageing and do not know how to age with dignity.  

 You can't enjoy the beauty of all stages in your human life and most of you dwelling too 

much on youth, the beauty of youth in your society that has placed it on the pedestal and because of 

that attachment not only as individuals but as society as a whole you can not see that time naturally 

cuts it off.  

 That is why you do not accept joy, happiness and fulfilment in those other stages of human 

life and you do not see that each of them is beautiful in a different way.  

 Each one brings you different gifts, different experiences and a different enrichment for your 

life.  

 And that's because you have allowed sexual manipulation to nest in your society which has 

gradually pushed out the sacred love between man and woman. 

  At the same time, sacred love between man and woman brings you a very deep mutual 

Trust, Appreciation, Respect through the Love that these human beings create.  

 And this is where the Cosmic law applies: both up, down, as in large so in 

small, inside and out, so what you create inside, then you mirror out into the 

whole society you live in and YOU, YOURSELF CANNOT create Appreciation, 

Respect and Trust in your relationships, in the most intimate relationships, nor 

there is a mutual Appreciation, Respect and Trust in your society too.  

 And as it is not among people, it is not between states and nations.   

 And as individuals can create the stone ball of Attachment in pride and superiority, you also 

create it in society, whether at the state or national level.  

 And just as an individual is proud of what he no longer has, so does it on a large scale, that 

is, in states and nations.  

 

   


